CHAPTER 713
SERVICES FOR BLIND AND VISUALLY IMPAIRED INDIVIDUALS

§18070. Definitions
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§18071. Division for the Blind and Visually Impaired
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§18072. Jurisdiction of director, defined
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§18073. Program established
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§18074. Education of blind children
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§18075. Mandatory report of blindness
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§18076. Business Enterprise Program
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§18077. Preference
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§18078. Powers and duties of the division
(REPEALED)
SECTION HISTORY

§18079. Construction, remodeling; planning for vending facility
(NEW)

§18080. Construction of buildings
(NEW)

§18081. Fees
(NEW)

§18082. Correctional, mental and certain educational institutions
(NEW)

§18083. Application
(NEW)
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